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. Background 

The major purpose of this effort is to detect new faults which may indicate 

fracture systems with potential for gas production from the black shales. The 

method is to  gather surface geophysical data, principally resistivity, to  test 

Landsat lineaments as faults. 7 

A second purpose is t o  develop an economical method of confirming remotely 

sensed lineaments as faults or fractures which can be applied in this region and 

perhaps be extended to  the eastern part of the United States. 

The major means selected for fault confirmation was resistivity. Faults 

produce resistivity anomalies which can be detected by traverses across strikes. 

Resistivity was chosen because it  is relatively inexpensive compared to  seismics, 

and had been shown to  be effective for fault confirmation in another region. 

There are, however, other geophysical measurements which are  economical and 

easy to use, and which complement resistivity. These are scintillation, EM very 

low frequency (VLF) and radon gas (emanometer) measurements. 

To test for Landsat lineaments being faults, these types of data tra-verses 

were selected: 

1. Across the strike of a known, mapped fault. 

2. Across the strike of a Landsat lineament which could be interpreted as 

a fault, but for which no fault was mapped. 

3. Along a line where i t  is known'that no fault exists. 

These three types were chosen to  obtain the signatures of mapped faults, 

to  compare the signature of Landsat lineaments which were not coincident with 

mapped faults, and to  obtain a "background noise levelv. The latter is necessary 

to  avoid interpreting background variation as  fault-induced. 



Activity 

During this quarter two field trips were made t o  site areas in Western 

Kentucky. The first was to select locations for data gathering, the second t o  

gather preliminary data a t  these locations. These data indicate need for further 

preliminary data before undertaking a major effort with rented (and expensive) 

high-amperage deep resistivity equipment. I 

In July the principal investigator met in Owensboro, Ky, and vicinity with 

John Beard of the Kentucky Geological Survey and Robert Shumaker of West 

Virginia University. The purpose was to  select sites for resistivity data gathering. 

The Big Bend area of the Green River was chosen as the highest priority 

for field work. In this area the depth of the New Albany Shale (760 m) and its 

thickness (60 m) are favorable for gas production. In addition to  anomalous 

geophysical data, Landsat lineaments as and drainage anomalies occur in this 

area. 

The second area chosen was in Muhlenberg County where a known and also 

suspected fault were located. 

The sites were visited and lines for resistivity surveys were established. 

'The surveys were along state  roads and Parkways, as shown by dashed lines in 

Figure 1. 

The plan was to we a ,high-amperage dipoie-dipoie resistivity survey along 

these lines. However, after an estimation of equipment rental the cost and the 

travel'costs of the number of people involved(4), the decision was made to  perform 

preliminary field measurements so that the more costly work could be optimized, 

although delayed. 

Toward this end field work was performed during the week of September 

20, 1981. A low-current resistivity measuring instrument (Johnson-Keck Model 

IC69) was used in the Werner configuration, and a scintillation counter 



(Exploranium GR-110) was also used. We were fortunate in having the valuable 

participation of Paul Etzler in this field work. 

.The rational for measuring apparent resistivity is that faults have: (1) 

anomalous resistivity within the fault zone. This anomaly arises from a rubble 

zone which is.water-filled, producing a low value of resistivity. (In arid regions 

the rubble interstices can cause a high value.) (2) Different resistivity on either 

side of the fault. When dip slip has occurred, one side of the fault may be of a 

higher or lower resistivity than the other side because of vertically displaced 

strata. 

The rationale for measuring scintillation is that escaping gases from the 

uranium rich shales will find their way up the fault seam. The gamma rays emitted 

by these gases at the surface will cause higher counts on the scintillation meter 

than found from the surrounding country rock. 

The Wenner resistivity configuration was used. Four aligned, uniformly 

separated electrodes are driven into the ground. Current is made to  flow between 

the end electrodes, and the resulting voltage difference between the inner two 

electrodes is .measured. From this measurement (one single value) the apparent 

resistivity of the earth is inferred. In the neighborhood of a fault or dike the 

apparent resistivity will be affected in a characteristic.way (Telford, et al. 1976). 

All the resistivity mesurements were made with Wenner electrode spacings of 91 

m (300 ft). The array was used in a mapping mode, that is, transporting it  along 

the, line going through the electrodes, and taking resistivity me'asurements a t  

uniformly spaced intervals. 

The following resistivity and scintillation surveys were made during the 

September, 1981, field trip. See Figure 2 for location of surveys. 

A. Along south side of western Kentucky Parkway across (?) South Graham 

Fault (832 m). Scintillation readings taken every 91 m on both sides of 

Parkway. Wenner mapping. 
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B. Along north side of western Kentucky Parkway across North Graham 

Fault (732 m). Scintillation readings taken every 91 m. Wenner mapping. 

C. Along north side of western Kentucky Parkway approximately 10 m 

from shoulders of the road. Scintillation readings only, approximately 3 m 

spacing of readings. Total length of survey approximately 66 m. 

D. Along northeast side of Kentucky state highway 403 by Lebanon Chruch, 

across map location of known fault, (549 m). 91 m spacing of scintillometer 

readings. Wenner mapping. . 

E. Along east side of Kentucky State Highway 403 north of Logansport a t  

end of pavement, across Landsat lineament (731 m). 91 m spacings of 

scintillation readings. W enner mapping. 

F. Along Kentucky highway 269 approximately 1 mile west of Reed's Ferry 

across location of mapped fault. Scintillation readings only. Continuous 

readings (aural) for approximately 300 meters. 

G. Along.Kentucky Highway 269 approximately 400 m on either side of 

Shultz town. Scintillation readings only. Continuous readings (aural) for 

approximately 800 meters. 

Results 

A. South side of W-K Parkway. See .Figure 3. This traverse was commenced 

just east of the first guard rail west of milepost 47. At the time it was 

thought that a metal guardrail would affect the apparent resistivity readings 

by acting as a conducting bypass, so the survey was started just west of the 

location of the south Graham fault, the first measurement falling directly 

on the mapped location of the fault. Although this first resistivity reading 

is higher (83 ohm m) than the adjacent four readings (average of 64 ohm 

m) no inference can be made. Also readings #Is 6 t o  9, the four resistivity 

readings, average 91 ohm m, with the easternmost value a t  120 ohm m. 
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No conclusions can be drawn, as  the fault might have been missed on the 

west end of the line. Also, no reason has been found for the resistivity t o  

be so high on the east end of the line. 

On the south side of the Parkway the scintillation counter showed an 

anomalous high of 160 c/s (counts/second) within 300 f t  of the mapped location 

of the south Graham fault, as opposed to  a background average of 60 c/s on either 

side. This definitely is the type of scintillation anomaly one would associate 

with a fault. Correlating with this southside anomaly, a scintillation high was 

found on the north side of the Parkway. A line parallel line to  the south Graham 

fault would cross both the south and north side scintillation highs. A positive 

indication of a fault was thereby found. 

As for the cosrelation of the resistivity and scinitllation measurements- 

there is little. The westernmost resistivity mesurement is 150 f t  east of the 

scinitllation high and 150 f t  west of the mapped location of the fault. Attributing 

the slight resistivity high to  the south Graham fault would be a wild conjecture. 

Attributing the scintillation high to this fault would be a warranted assumption, 

pointing toward more detailed measurements a t  this position, in addition t o  

measurements along strike. 

The east end of the survey, where the resistivity values become high and 

the scintiilation counts uniformly low, is enigmatic. Essentially no change in 

elevation or nearby relief occurs to cause such a change. An elevation of the 

water table could cause it. Also there is a restricted outcrop of the #7  coal 

seam at a location where the surface contour lines are nearly straight,'so the 

resistivity high could conceivably be caused by buried channel sands. These 

suggestions are purely conjectural ... 
B. Along north side of western Kentucky Parkway across north Graham 

fault (Figure 4), and C, the detailed scintillation survey .across the fault. 



This survey was taken from east to  west. The resistivity measurements 

show a pattern which indicates a fault in the Wenner configuration-i.e., 

anomalous highs on either side of a low resistivity fault zone and lows directly 

above the fault. This pattern is caused by the highly conducting fault zone being 

between a conductor and voltage electrode, distorting the measured voltage on 

either side. The resistivity measurements are  in agreement with the location 

and resistive nature of a fault. 

The scintillation readings along the Parkway do not change across or near 

the presumed fault location, in no way confirming the fault. The detailed 

scintillation survey, however, showed a definite high 150 feet  from the mapped 

location of the fault that corresponds closely (within 150 f t )  to  the resistivity 

anomaly. 

The fact  that the scintillorneter readings by the roadway did not, coincide 

with those away from the road may have been caused by the road fill-an 

experimental consideration that requires awareness in the future. 

The width of the steep slope of the anomaly on the detailed survey is 

aproximately 9 m while a definite, slight slope occurs for 37 m to the east, and 

15 m to  the westernmost reading. 

These two methods appear t o  define the fault, but more confirmation is 

required. 

D. Northeast.side of Kentucky State Highway 403 by the Lebanon Church 

(Figure 5). According to  the Cromwell Geological quadrangle a mapped fault 

crosses Highway 403 a t  a point 46 m north of the west side of Highway 269 a t  

their junction. The resistivity survey was positioned so that a measurement was 

obtained directly over the fault location indicated on the map. Four readings 

were obtained; No indication of a fault was found by resistivity. 
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A high scintillation reading was found, however, to  the south of the 

resistivity measurement positions, approximately 750 f t  south of the mapped 

location. This anomaly was substantial, and indicates that the mapped location 

may be displaced from the actual location. 

Because Highway 402 bridges the Green River Parkway just south of Highway 

269, no further resistivity measurements could be made in this direction, and the 

indicated,fault location by scintillation could not be checked with resistivity . , 

along this survey line-at least not by 300 f t  Wenner A-spacing. 

E. East side of Kentucky Sta te  Highway 403 north of Logansport .at end of 

pavement across Landsat lineament (no mapped fault). See Figure 6. 

Although the resistivity values fluctuated rather widely (104 to  50 ohm m) 

in the vicinity of the lineament, i t  would be unwarrented t o  make an assumption 

that the fluctuations were caused by a fault. 

The scintillation readings were essentially flat-the most uniform of any of 

the surveys described here. 

In view of scintillation readings showing higher values in the vicinity of the 

mapped faults (South Graham, North Graham, and the unnamed fault crossing 

Highway 403) one would infer that there is small probability of a fault corresponding 

t o  this Landsat lineament. However, the resistivity fluctuations merit further 

investigation. 

F. Along Kentucky Highway 269 approximately 1 mile west of Reed's Ferry. 

The scintillation counter was carried approximately 274 m across the ,mapped 

fault so that essentially continuous readings were obtained. A slightly higher 

scintillation reading was found (45 c/s vs 30 c/s on either side) 76 m along the 

road (approximately 46 m in a perpendicular direction from the fault). This is a t  

most a tenuous indication of a fault. If this reading is caused by a fault, however, 

i t  would mean that the mapped location should be 150 f t  to the south. This 
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displacement would be in the same direction as the 750 ft. relocation that would 

be required a t  Highway 403 and 269, where a significant scintillation high was 

found. 

G. Along Kentucky Highway 269 for 400 m either side of Schultztown. 

This was also a continuous scinitllation traverse using the aural output, and 

recording anomalous highs. This traverse was across the Landsat lienament which 

also crossed Highway 403. At a location approximately 250 m south of Schultztown 

a modest scintillation high was found ( 35 c/s vs 20-25 c/s along the rest of the 

traverse). This location corresponds t o  that of the Landsat lineament. 

Discussion 

To attain the goal of this work, the planned approach was to  use high-powered 

(3KW) resistivity measurements in a.dipole-dipole configuration to  penetrate 

deeply-a rather expensive procedure. 

Toward this end i t  was decided t o  make a preliminary investigation as 

discussed above, using a scintillation counter in addition to a low-current 

resistivity measuring instrument. Based on the above results, a decision has been 

made t o  peform a t  least one further preliminary investigation. 

The scintillation counter gave more definite indication of known faults 

than did the resistivity measurements. The South Graham, North Graham, and 

the fault a t  Highways 403-269 were all indicated on one traverse by scintillation 

measurements, but only the North Graham fault was indicated by resisitivity, 

and the resistivity profile was not conclusive. 

The reason for the inconclusive resistivity result may have been the fact  

that the fault zones in this region are often thin, sometimes .a matter of a few 

inches. A crush zone is almost non-existent. With the 91 m A-spacings used in a 

Wenner configuration, the anomalous. part of the fault may not have been substantial 

enough t o  affect the resistivity measurements significantly. Of course, thin 

fault zones might also give problems for a deep resistivity survey. 
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Based on the preliminary work discussed above, more detailed and 

confirmatory measurements, with two more kinds of instruments, are planned for 

the week of November 15. The new instruments are a VLF meter and an emanometer. 

the VLF meter detects variations in the resistivity by sensing the distortion of 

the electromagnetic field. The emanometer senses radon gas, a daughter products 

of uranium, which is concentrated in the black shales. The leakage of radon and 

thoron gas up through the fault zone is greater through the fault than through 

the surrounding country rock. This type of instrument previously has been used 

to  confirm faults in this region. The scintillometer will also be used, and the 

resistivity measurements will be in the Schlumberger configuration, which will 

enable closer spaced measurements than the previously used Wenner configuration. 

The three instruments (scintillometer, VLF meter, and emanometer) provide 

economical measurements which can be obtained promptly by one person. These 

three kinds of measurements are a valuable adjunct to  resistivity measurements. 

Detailed surveys will be made on the three mapped faults mentioned above, 

and on a t  least two Landsat lineaments. Measurements will be made across strike 

a t  s'everal locations along the strike. Positive indications of anomalies found on 

the September field trip will be thoroughly tested. 

Reference:, 

'l'elford, W.M., L.P. Geldart, R.E. Sheriff, and D.A. Keys, Applied Geophysics, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1976. 



.Figure 1. Planned' Resisti.vity Surveys in. desterr! Kentucky. 



F i  yure 2 .  Prel iminary Surveys ( ~ a s h e d  Lines) performed in  September, 7981. 
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F i r lu re  3. R e s i s t i v i t y  and S c i n t i  1 l o n e t e r  Readinos a lonq  l i e s t e r n  Kentucky Parkway near  South Graham F a u l t .  
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F igure  6.. R e s i s t i v i t y  and S c i n t i  1 lone te r  Readings along Kentucky Highway 403 near Northern Ternlinus. 




